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 41 
Abstract 42 

 How temporal and contextual information interactively impact on behavior and brain 43 

activity during the retrieval of temporal order about naturalistic episodes remains 44 

incompletely understood. Here, we employed fMRI to examine the effects of contextual 45 

signals derived from the content of the movie on the neural correlates underlying memory 46 

retrieval of temporal-order in human subjects of both sexes. By contrasting same vs. different 47 

storyline conditions during the retrieval of the temporal order of cinematic events, we found 48 

that the activation in the precuneus, as well as behavior, are significantly modulated according 49 

to storyline condition, supporting our prediction of contextual information contributing to 50 

temporal retrieval. We suggest that the precuneus engages in memory retrieval via 51 

reconstructive mechanisms, entailing search within a movie-specific, situational knowledge-52 

structure. Furthermore, information-based analyses of multi-voxel activity revealed that the 53 

precuneus also contains a context-independent linear representation of temporal distances, 54 

consistent with a chronological organization of memory traces. We thus put forward that the 55 

retrieval of the temporal-order of naturalistic events encoded in rich and dynamic contexts 56 

relies on the joint contribution of chronological and reconstructive mechanisms, both of which 57 

rely on the medio-posterior parietal cortex in humans. 58 

 59 

 60 

  61 
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Significance Statement 62 

Successful retrieval of episodic memory is dependent on both temporal and contextual 63 

signals. However, when contextual signals derived from multiple storylines or narratives are 64 

complex and intertwined, the behavioral and neural correlates underpinning the interplay 65 

between time and context is not completely understood. Here we characterized the activation 66 

level and multivoxel pattern of BOLD signals underlying the modulation of such contextual 67 

information during temporal order judgment in the precuneus. Our findings provide us with 68 

an elucidation of sub-processes implicating the medial parietal cortex in realizing temporal 69 

organization of episodic details. 70 

 71 

  72 
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Introduction 73 

Episodic memory allows us to consciously relive past experiences, including 74 

contextual details related to the encoded episodes. While classical memory research has 75 

focused on the medial temporal and the prefrontal cortex, neuroimaging studies have also 76 

highlighted retrieval-related activation of the parietal cortex (Wagner et al., 2005) including 77 

the precuneus, which may store context-related (Donaldson et al., 2010; Ranganath and 78 

Ritchey, 2012) and episodically linked information (Jonker et al, 2018) in memory.  79 

 In the processing of real-life activities, it is known that there exists a hierarchical 80 

temporal topography in the processing of sensory information in the human cortex. Both 81 

visual and auditory information can be accumulated over relatively long time scales (on the 82 

order of minutes) in high-order frontal and parietal areas (Hasson et al., 2008, Lerner et al., 83 

2011). The notion that the parietal cortex (including the precuneus) is at the apex of the 84 

chronoarchitecture of the temporal receptive windows (Baldassano et al., 2017; Hasson et al., 85 

2015) implies that this region is “receptive” to and sensitive to the length of temporal 86 

structures in the stimulus. This response sensitivity aligns with our previous findings that the 87 

memory signals modulated by temporal distance (TD) between two to-be-judged frames 88 

during encoding would affect subsequent retrieval activity in the precuneus (Kwok et al., 89 

2014). We previously suggested that the activation of the precuneus reflects reconstructive 90 

search-processes entailing some structured representation of the movie content (Zacks et al., 91 

2001; Kurby and Zacks, 2008; and Anderson and Conway, 1993; Conway and Jobson, 2012, 92 

for related arguments concerning autobiographical memory). However, how the more 93 

complex elements related to internal knowledge and high-level content information such as 94 

plots and storylines  affect the putative memory reconstructive processes during temporal-95 

order judgments remains unclear (see Conway and Jobson, 2012; Gilboa and Marlatte, 2017; 96 

Xue, 2018, for reviews).  97 
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The aim of the current study was to examine the influence of high-level content 98 

information (here operationalized in terms of “same vs. different” movie's storylines) on these 99 

memory reconstructive processes during temporal-order retrieval. As in Kwok et al. (2012), 100 

two frames of the movie were presented side-by-side during the retrieval stage and 101 

participants were asked to report which one of the two events happened first in the movie that 102 

they had seen the day before. Across trials, the temporal distance between the two events was 103 

manipulated parametrically, so as to obtain TDs ranging between 30 s and 30 min. In different 104 

conditions, the two frames were extracted either from the same storyline (SAME condition) or 105 

from different storylines (DIFF condition). Critically, the TDs were exactly matched in the 106 

two conditions so that we could investigate temporal-order retrieval of events separated by 107 

identical temporal distances during encoding (thus having them matched in terms of the time 108 

scales mediated by “temporal receptive windows”, see Hasson et al., 2008, Lerner et al., 109 

2011), while they belong to either the same vs. different storyline contexts.  110 

We postulated that retrieval processes strictly linked to the chronological organization 111 

of memory should lead to analogous effects of TD irrespective of SAME vs. DIFF storyline 112 

context, while any modulation by the storyline would imply that contextual information about 113 

the movie content contributes to the temporal-order retrieval. Together with behavior and 114 

brain activation, we also used information-mapping multivariate analyses (representational 115 

similarity: RSA; Kriegeskorte and Kievit, 2013) to identify possible multivariate 116 

representation of TDs. Several previous imaging studies used multivariate approaches to track 117 

information represented in long-term memory (e.g. Chadwick et al., 2010; Hsieh and 118 

Ranganath, 2014; Nielson et al., 2015; Robin, 2018). Most of these information-mapping 119 

studies emphasized the role of the hippocampus (Barnett et al., 2014; Thavabalasingam et al., 120 

2018; Thavabalasingam et al., 2019). Here, we endeavored to apply similar multivariate 121 

approaches to reveal whether the multi-voxel patterns in the posterior medial parietal cortex – 122 
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including the precuneus – contain information about temporal distances and, if so, whether 123 

these reflect context-independent chronological representations or context-dependent 124 

representations affected by storyline (Jonker et al., 2018).  125 

 126 

Materials and methods 127 

Participants 128 

 A total of nineteen right-handed native Italian speakers (age: 21-34, 7 male) 129 

participated in the experiment. All of them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no 130 

neurological impairments or cognitive dysfunction was reported. The study was approved by 131 

the Fondazione Santa Lucia (Scientific Institute of Research Hospitalization and Health Care) 132 

Independent Ethics Committee, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All 133 

participants gave written consent. 134 

 135 

Experimental design 136 

 The current study employed a modified version of the paradigm used in Kwok et al. 137 

(2012). Briefly, this comprises an encoding phase, when the participants watch an episode of 138 

the TV series "24", followed by fMRI scanning during a temporal-order retrieval task 24h 139 

later. During retrieval, the participants were asked to make temporal choices on two static 140 

images extracted from the encoded TV episode ("which image occurred first in the movie?"), 141 

see Fig. 1B. Across trials, the temporal distance (TD) between the two events/pictures was 142 

varied parametrically with distances ranging between approx. 30 seconds and 32 minutes. 143 

This manipulation provided us with a measure of the influence of the temporal organization of 144 

events at encoding on subsequent memory retrieval.  145 

 In the original paradigm (Kwok et al., 2012), the pairs of images presented on each 146 

retrieval trial always belonged to the same-storyline context. Specifically, the TV-episode 147 
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included five concurrent storylines portraying different characters at various locations (see 148 

also "Stimuli and Task", below). Here we addressed the question about the interplay between 149 

chronology and content-structure during memory retrieval (cf. Introduction, “chronological 150 

vs. reconstructive theories”) by including trials comprising either pairs of pictures from the 151 

same-storyline/context (condition: “SAME”) or from different-storylines/context (condition: 152 

“DIFF”), see Fig. 1A. This allowed us to test whether any TD-dependent activity in the 153 

precuneus relates only to the chronological distance between the two events to be judged or, 154 

instead, combines this temporal information with knowledge about the content of the encoded 155 

material. The latter would support the hypothesis that the precuneus is involved not only in 156 

the temporal judgment of naturalistic events, but more specifically in reconstructive processes 157 

(see also Kwok et al., 2014). Moreover, we extended our investigation of TD-dependent 158 

effects using a multivariate information-mapping approach (RSA: Representational Similarity 159 

Analysis). This allowed us to ask the additional question of whether the precuneus contains 160 

any representation of the temporal distances - that is TDs mapped into corresponding 161 

distances in terms of multivariate patterns of brain activity - that would point to a possible 162 

role of chronological information during retrieval.   163 

 164 

Stimuli and Task 165 

 During the encoding phase, the subjects were instructed to watch and remember one 166 

episode of the American TV series “24” (Season 6, Episode 6, 11:00–12:00; duration = 42 167 

min). None of the participants had watched any episode of Season 6 before. The episode 168 

contains five main storylines which are narrated in distinct contexts, with each including 169 

different characters and events occurring at different locations. The storylines are: the 170 

president and his team in the white house; exchanges between inmates in a detention center; 171 

events in the office of the counter terrorism unit; the main character - agent Jack - on the 172 

move; and a middleman working for the terrorists and his girlfriend. During the retrieval 173 
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phase, each trial consisted of the presentation of two images side-by-side and the participants 174 

were asked to report which image occurred earlier in the TV episode (temporal order 175 

judgment), see Fig 1. 176 

 The extraction and the pairing of the images for the retrieval task was based on the 177 

detailed segmentation of the TV episode into 161 epochs, defined as periods comprising the 178 

same scenario/setting (see also Kwok et al., 2014; Kwok and Macaluso, 2015, for details). 179 

Each pair of images belonged to different epochs, either from the same- or different-180 

storylines. In total, we created 128 unique image-pairs / trials for each storyline condition. 181 

The TDs were identical for the SAME and DIFF trials. The 128 trials were ranked according 182 

to TD and grouped in 32 bins, with average TDs ranging between 0.5 (bin1) and 32 minutes 183 

(bin32, see also Fig 1). Each participant underwent 4 fMRI-runs. Each run included 32 SAME 184 

trials (one from each bin) and the corresponding 32 DIFF trials, with identical TDs. Here we 185 

present the data of only two fMRI-runs when the participants performed the temporal-order 186 

judgment task, while during the other two runs they performed a different task (temporal 187 

distance estimation) that will be reported elsewhere.   188 

 Each retrieval trial started with the presentation of a central fixation cross (duration = 189 

500 ms). This was followed by the two test images that were presented on the screen for 5 s 190 

and it was followed by a 2-s fixation screen. The participants responded by pressing one of 191 

two buttons (left/right) with their right hand. The left/right position of the target image was 192 

counterbalanced. The 32 TDs and trials belonging to the SAME/DIFF conditions were 193 

presented in randomized order. The inter-trial interval ranged between 4 and 12.5 s, with an 194 

exponential distribution (Dale et al., 1999). 195 

 196 

Analyses of the behavioral data 197 
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 Following the results of Kwok et al. (2012), we expected to find a parametric 198 

relationship between TDs and the reaction times (RTs) and we investigated any change of this 199 

as a function of context/storyline. First, separately for the SAME and DIFF conditions, the 200 

relationship between TD and RTs was analyzed using a hierarchical regression approach. We 201 

started testing for the linear relationship and progressively moved to higher-order relations 202 

(quadratic, cubic). At each step, we assessed the significance of the new predictor, having 203 

accounted for all the variance fitted by the lower-level predictors. We stopped this procedure 204 

when the F-value associated with the new predictor (e.g., cubic-TD) was not significant (p > 205 

0.05, see Tab 1). 206 

 Next, we formally compared the contextual effect of storyline on the effect of TD (i.e., 207 

the "TD x storyline" interaction) by applying the same hierarchical regression procedure, but 208 

now using the RT differences (RTsame minus RTdifferent) as the dependent measure. The same 209 

procedure was also applied to the accuracy data. All the analyses of the behavioral data were 210 

carried out using SPSS (vers 21, IBM). 211 

 212 

Functional imaging (fMRI) 213 

Image acquisition and pre-processing 214 

 A Siemens Allegra (Siemens Medical systems, Erlangen, Germany) 3T scanner 215 

equipped for echo-planar imaging (EPI) was used to acquire functional magnetic resonance 216 

(MR) images. The data were acquired using gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (32 217 

contiguous transverse slices, covering the entire cerebral cortex; TR=2.08 s, echo time = 30 218 

ms, flip angle=70°, 64×64 matrix, voxel size=3×3 mm in-plane, slice thickness=2.5 mm; 50% 219 

distance factor). For each participant we acquired 4 fMRI-runs, each including 311 volumes. 220 

Here, we report the data of the two fMRI-runs when the participants performed the temporal-221 

order task. During the other two fMRI-runs the participants performed a different retrieval 222 
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task (temporal distance estimation) that will be reported elsewhere. The order of the two tasks 223 

was counterbalanced across participants and thus across participants the two relevant runs 224 

(i.e., those reported here) could occur at any point in the 4 runs sequence. By labeling the two 225 

types of runs/tasks as "A" and "B", all possible sequences were used:  AABB, ABAB, ABBA, 226 

BAAB, BABA, BBAA. This should minimize any order effect in our analyses that also 227 

averaged across both runs of the same task. 228 

 In addition, a high-resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE structural scan of each 229 

participant was acquired as well (resolution isotropic 1 mm; TR = 2 s, TE = 4.38 ms, TI = 910 230 

ms, flip angle = 8°, 256 mm × 256 mm in-plane resolution, 176 slices of 1mm thick without 231 

gaps). Data pre-processing was performed in SPM12 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive 232 

Neurology) as implemented on Matlab 2017a. The first four scans of each fMRI-run were 233 

discarded to allow the signal to stabilize. The remaining scans were corrected for motion 234 

between slices (spatial realignment) and for slice-timing acquisition differences using the 235 

middle slice as a reference. Images were normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute 236 

(MNI) standard space and re-sampled to 3 x 3 x 3.75 mm voxels. Normalization parameters 237 

were estimated using subject-specific structural T1 images and then applied to all functional 238 

images. For the univariate analyses, the images were spatially smoothed with an isotropic 239 

Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM (full-width half-maximum); while un-smoothed images 240 

were used for the multivariate analyses.  241 

 242 

fMRI univariate analysis 243 

 The analyses of the imaging data followed a standard two step approach: first-level 244 

analyses estimating the effects of interest for each subject, followed by second-level analyses 245 

for statistical inference at the group level (Friston et al., 2002; Penny and Holmes, 2007). All 246 

the first-level models described below (both univariate and multivariate analyses) included six 247 
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nuisance regressors modeling motion estimates (3 translations and 3 rotations), and the time-248 

series were high-pass filtered by means of a discrete cosine basis-set removing low 249 

frequencies drifts up to 1/128 Hz and were pre-whitened by means of an autoregressive model 250 

AR(1). 251 

 Based on the results of our behavioral analyses showing that TD modulated 252 

performance in a non-linear manner (see Tab. 1 and Fig. 2), for the imaging analyses we also 253 

considered both linear and quadratic effects of TD. The first-level analysis modeled each trial 254 

with an individual predictor, resulting in 64 predictors for each fMRI-run (i.e., 32 TD x 2 255 

SAME/DIFF storyline conditions). Each trial was modeled as a mini-block with a duration of 256 

5 s (equal to the duration of the presentation of the two scenes on the screen), time-locked to 257 

the onset of the scenes and convolved with the SPM12 hemodynamic response function. 258 

Linear contrasts were used to average the beta-images of corresponding TDs between the two 259 

fMRI-runs, resulting in 64 contrast-images for each participant (32 TDs x "same/different" 260 

storyline). For statistical inference at the group-level, the contrast-images were entered in a 261 

repeated-measure ANOVA with 64 conditions. Sphericity-correction was applied to account 262 

for possible differences in error variance across conditions and any non-independent error 263 

term for the repeated measures (Friston et al., 2002).  264 

 An alternative approach to study the modulatory effect of TD in SAME vs. DIFF 265 

conditions would be to construct first-level models comprising two predictors modeling the 266 

"categorical" effect of SAME and DIFF events, plus two predictors accounting for the 267 

modulatory effect of TD on each of the two conditions. The two approaches, albeit 268 

statistically not identical, are conceptually analogous and indeed our main results could be 269 

fully replicated using this second approach. Here, we choose to report the results modeling 270 

each event with a single predictor for two reasons: First, the RSA analyses (see below) 271 

requires estimating the responses for each single event/TD, thus by doing this also for the 272 
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univariate analyses the same modeling approach was applied in a consistent manner in the 273 

different analyses. Second, by estimating TD-specific parameters in the first-level analyses 274 

and performing TD-related contrasts at the group level, we can visualize the changes of 275 

activity as a function of TD (and storyline), see signal plots in Fig. 3B-C. The latter appears 276 

relevant given the complexity of the tested contrasts (cf. Fig. 3A). 277 

 In the group-level ANOVA, we addressed our main question related to the TDs and 278 

the interaction between TDs and storyline/context. Based on the results of the behavioral data 279 

(see Fig. 2), we tested for both the linear and the quadratic effect of TDs on fMRI activity. In 280 

order to test for the quadratic relationship having accounted for any linear effect (cf. 281 

hierarchical regression used for the behavioral analyses), we regressed out the linear effect of 282 

TD from the quadratic contrast. Linear and quadratic contrasts were first assessed separately 283 

for the SAME and DIFF conditions. Then we formally tested for the impact of storyline on 284 

TDs (TD x context interaction) by multiplying by "-1" the contrast-weights of the DIFF 285 

condition (see Fig 3A, illustrating the relevant contrasts). With the same ANOVA model, we 286 

also tested for the main effect of storyline comparing the 32 TD-conditions of the SAME-287 

storyline minus 32 TD-conditions of the DIFF-storyline. We report activations corrected for 288 

multiple comparisons at the cluster level, considering the whole brain as the volume of 289 

interest (FWE p-corr. < 0.05, cluster-size estimated at a voxel-level threshold of p-unc. = 290 

0.005). 291 

 292 

fMRI multivariate analysis 293 

 We made use of a Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA, Kriegeskorte and 294 

Kievit, 2013) to test the hypothesis that TDs would be mapped into corresponding differences 295 

in terms of multivariate pattern of fMRI activity. Specifically, RSA allowed us to target 296 

multivariate representations related to a specific stimulus-dimension (i.e., the TDs that were 297 
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identical for trials involving SAME and DIFF storylines) that may differ from univariate 298 

activations, which instead may be linked with context/task-dependent readout of these 299 

representations (cf. interaction between TD and storylines). Moreover, similar multivariate 300 

approaches have been successfully used to investigate temporal representations in memory, 301 

but typically focusing on the medial temporal lobe (Thavabalasingam et al., 2018; 302 

Thavabalasingam et al., 2019). Relying on the same analytical approach for interpretation, we 303 

can thus more readily relate our current results that the parietal cortex is sensitive to both 304 

temporal and contextual information to the hippocampal-related literature. The RSA analyses 305 

were carried out with CoSMo toolbox (http://www.cosmomvpa.org/; Oosterhof et al., 2016). 306 

Based on our behavioral and univariate fMRI results we constructed two Representational 307 

Dissimilarity Matrices (RDMs). These coded for the pair-wise differences between TDs 308 

(RDM-linear) and the differences between the squared TDs having first regressed out the 309 

linear effect (RDM-quadratic; cf. behavioral and univariate fMRI analyses), see Fig. 4A.  310 

 For each participant, we re-ran the same first-level model as described above (64 311 

conditions: 32 TDs x SAME/DIFF context, plus 6 movements-parameters), but now using 312 

unsmoothed fMRI time-series. Contrast-images were used to average the parameters estimates 313 

of each TD between the two fMRI runs. The 32 contrast-images of the SAME condition were 314 

first used to estimate the individual RSA using a whole-brain, searchlight approach (sphere 315 

with a radius of 3 voxels, comprising 100 voxels). The resulting correlation coefficients 316 

(Spearman's rank coefficients) were Fisher-transformed for the group analyses.  Two separate 317 

one-sample t-tests (RDM-linear and RDM-quadratic) were used to identify any representation 318 

of TDs at the group-level using SPM12. The statistical threshold was set to cluster-level FWE 319 

p-corr. < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons considering at the whole brain as the 320 

volume of interest (cluster-size estimated at a voxel-level threshold of p-unc. = 0.005).  321 
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We considered two possible types of representations: one directly (linearly) related to 322 

the TDs and one related to higher-order (quadratic) relationships, in accordance to the 323 

behavior and univariate results. Whole-brain searchlight analyses (100-voxel sphere) 324 

compared patterns of local activity for the 32 TDs of the two conditions (SAME and DIFF) 325 

with two representational models based on pair-wise distances between the TDs (RDM-linear) 326 

or the TD2 (RDM-quadratic, see Fig 3A). The whole brain analysis of the SAME condition 327 

revealed a significant effect in the precuneus for the RDM-linear (see Fig. 4B). Accordingly, 328 

we asked whether this region contained an analogous (i.e., linear) representation of TDs also 329 

for the DIFF condition. For each subject, we assessed the multivariate patterns for the DIFF 330 

condition using the same set of 100 voxels that yield the highest significance in the SAME 331 

condition at the group level (ROI analysis, sphere centered at xyz = [9 -61 54]; see Tab 2, last 332 

row). The linear RDM was identical to the one used for the SAME condition, because the 333 

TDs were the same in the two context-conditions. A one-tailed t-test on the Fisher-334 

transformed correlation coefficients was used to assess the significance of the RSA for the 335 

DIFF condition at the group level. 336 

 337 

Results 338 

Behavioral results 339 

 Behaviorally we examined the change of the reaction times (RTs) as a function of TD 340 

and investigated any modulation of this relationship as a function of storyline. Seeking to 341 

replicate the results of Kwok et al. (2012), we initially ran simple linear regression between 342 

the mean RTs and TDs for the SAME condition. This reveled the expected decrease of the 343 

RTs with increasing TDs (p < 0.005), but the regression plot also indicated that the linear 344 

model did not account well for the data. Accordingly, we carried out a hierarchical multiple 345 

regression analysis fitting progressively higher-order functions of the TD (quadratic TD2, 346 
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cubic TD3; see Fig 2A). This reveled that adding TD2 to the regression model significantly 347 

increased the fitting of the RTs, while there was no significant additional gain by adding the 348 

cubic term (see Tab. 1). We performed the same analysis for DIFF condition and found that 349 

now only the linear term approached significance (p < 0.057, see Fig 2A, plot in the center; 350 

and Tab. 1). We formally compared the differential effect of TDs on RTs in the two storyline-351 

conditions by analyzing the RT differences with the hierarchical regression approach ("RTsame 352 

- RTdifferent"; Fig 1, rightmost plot). This confirmed that context/storyline modulated the 353 

relationship between TD and RTs, highlighting a significant effect on the non-linear, 354 

quadratic term (see Tab 1, last column). 355 

 The same hierarchical regression analysis was repeated using the accuracy data. This 356 

replicated the results of the RTs analysis, again showing a non-linear effect of TD (quadratic 357 

term, TD2) on the retrieval accuracy in the SAME condition and corresponding differential 358 

effects when directly comparing SAME versus DIFF conditions (see Fig. 2B and Tab. 1).  359 

 The analyses of the behavioral data revealed the expected effect TDs on performance 360 

and, most importantly, that this relationship changed according to the storyline/context. 361 

Notably, the hierarchical regression model highlighted that in the SAME condition both the 362 

RTs and the retrieval accuracy did not simply change linearly with TDs. Instead, a significant 363 

non-linear component (here captured by TD2) was found to modulate performance: the 364 

participants were slower and less accurate at intermediate temporal distances (~ 10-15 min) 365 

rather than at the shortest TDs (i.e. < 5 min). Moreover, we found that storyline/context 366 

modulated specifically this non-linear term (see "SAME vs DIFF", in Tab 1; and the 367 

rightmost plots in Fig. 2).  368 

 The subsequent analyses of the fMRI data took into account the presence of both 369 

linear and non-linear effects of TDs and sought to identify their correlates using univariate 370 

and multivariate approaches.       371 
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 372 

fMRI results 373 

Univariate analyses 374 

 Based on our behavioral findings, we investigated the effect of TD on brain activity in 375 

the SAME condition, using two different contrasts. These corresponded to the linear effect of 376 

TD and the effect of TD2 having removed the linear component. The contrast weights are 377 

illustrated in the first two plots of Figure 3A. The linear-TD contrast did not reveal any 378 

significant activation, while the quadratic-TD contrast highlighted two significant clusters of 379 

activation. These were located in the precuneus and in the right inferior parietal lobule (IPL) 380 

including the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and the angular gyrus, see Tab 2. 381 

Figure 3B shows the anatomical location of the two clusters and the corresponding parameter 382 

estimates for the 32 TDs in the SAME condition. In both regions, the BOLD signal displayed 383 

an inverted U-shape profile, with the largest activations at intermediate TDs (corresponding to 384 

approx. 10-15 min), while activity was lower both at long TDs (>20 min) and at short TD (< 5 385 

min). The plots also show the best-fitting line for the TD2 non-linear term (see black dotted-386 

line). This highlighted that in the precuneus the BOLD data substantially deviated from the 387 

quadratic-fit in the very last bin (i.e., the longest TD). This was confirmed by examining the 388 

residuals of the quadratic-fit revealing that in the last bin the error was larger than 2 times the 389 

standard deviation of the residuals. Based on this observation, the last TD was excluded from 390 

the subsequent analysis when testing for the interaction between TD and storylines.  391 

We then compared the effect of TD between the two context/storylines conditions by 392 

multiplying by "-1" the weights of the linear-TD and quadratic-TD contrasts (see rightmost 393 

plot in Fig 3A, showing the relevant interaction-contrast for the quadratic effect). The 394 

comparison using linear-TD did not reveal any significant effect, while the contrast 395 

considering the quadratic term showed a significant effect in the precuneus (see Table 2). 396 

These effects are illustrated in Figure 3C, which shows the significant cluster in the precuneus 397 
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and the signal plot with the effect of TD in the two storyline conditions. The parameter 398 

estimates highlight that the quadratic effect found in the SAME condition (cf. Fig 3B) was not 399 

present in the DIFF condition. At an uncorrected threshold, this interaction between TD and 400 

storyline was found also in the right pSTS / IPL (x,y,z = 42 -55 20, Z-value = 3.45, p-unc. < 401 

0.001).  402 

To further address the relevance of context / storyline during temporal-order retrieval, 403 

we tested for the main effect of storyline irrespective of TD. We first compared "SAME > 404 

DIFF" conditions and revealed two significant clusters located in the angular gyrus/posterior 405 

part of the right superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and in the posterior part of the right inferior 406 

frontal gyrus (IFG), see Table 2. The cluster in the pSTS / IPL overlapped with the region 407 

showing a (quadratic) modulation according to TD and the significant TD-by-storyline 408 

interaction (see above). The opposite contrast (DIFF > SAME) did not reveal any significant 409 

activation. 410 

 These results show that temporal distances impacted on both activity in the precuneus 411 

and behavior (RTs and accuracy), including analogous non-linear effects selectively in the 412 

SAME storyline condition (cf. Figs 2 and 3C; and Table 1). It is thus possible that our 413 

findings in the precuneus simply reflect different retrieval success performances, driven by 414 

TDs and/or storyline. Accordingly, as a control analysis, we generated new contrasts based on 415 

retrieval accuracy for each TD and both storylines and tested for any (positive or negative) 416 

linear relation between BOLD and accuracy. These control contrasts did not show any 417 

significant activation, indicating that the differential behavioral performance is an unlikely 418 

explanation for the effects that we report in the precuneus. Moreover, we tested an analogous 419 

contrast, but now considering TD-related changes of RTs rather than accuracy. This revealed 420 

a statistical trend in the medial supplementary motor area (x,y,z = 0, 17, 50; Z-score = 4.54; p-421 
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corr = 0.096), with activation increasing with slower RTs. This may indeed relate to changes 422 

of task difficulty across TDs, yet it could not explain our main results in the precuneus. 423 

In sum, the univariate fMRI analyses revealed that activity in the precuneus - and also 424 

the inferior parietal lobule (including the posterior part of the superior temporal sulcus 425 

extending into the angular gyrus) - closely matched the effects observed at the behavioral 426 

level, with a non-linear effect reflecting a "TD x storyline" interaction, with greatest 427 

activation at intermediate TDs and specifically in the SAME condition.  428 

 429 

Multivariate analyses 430 

 Together with any impact of TD on BOLD activation, we used a multivariate approach 431 

(RSA: Representation Similarity Analysis) to assess whether TDs are represented in terms of 432 

local patterns of activity. First, we considered multi-voxel patterns during the SAME 433 

condition. One sample t-tests on Fisher-transformed correlation coefficients mapped at each 434 

voxel in the brain (voxel corresponding to the center of the searchlight-sphere) were used for 435 

statistical inference at the group level. Unlike the univariate analyses presented above, the 436 

significant effects were found for the model based on TDs distances (RDM-linear), whereas 437 

the model based on distances between quadratic-TDs did not show any significant effect after 438 

correction for multiple comparisons. The RDM-linear whole-brain analysis revealed a 439 

significant cluster located in the precuneus, plus a related effect in the right AG/pSTS (see Fig 440 

4B and Tab 2). Given the significant finding in the precuneus for the SAME condition, we 441 

tested whether this same region contains a related (i.e., linear) representation of TDs also for 442 

the DIFF condition. We considered the patterns of activity for the 32 TD of the DIFF 443 

condition, targeting specifically the 100 voxels where we detected the most significant effect 444 

in the SAME condition (ROI analysis, using the RDM-linear). At the group level, the one-445 

tailed t-test on the Fisher-transformed coefficients revealed a statistical trend (t(18) = 1.35; p= 446 
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0.097), supportive of the notion of context-independent representation of TDs in the 447 

precuneus.  448 

 449 

Discussion 450 

 We investigated the role of contextual, high-level information during temporal order 451 

retrieval using complex and dynamic naturalistic movie-stimuli. Our main findings concern 452 

the context-dependent effects in relation to temporal distances and storyline contexts. Our 453 

results showed that, on the one hand, the retrieval performance and the activation of the 454 

precuneus were significantly modulated by the content-structure of the encoded material 455 

(storylines), consistent with mechanisms of temporal-order retrieval relying on high-level 456 

contextual information (e.g., reconstructive view, Friedman, 1993, 2007). On the other hand, 457 

information-mapping using multi-voxel analyses revealed that the precuneus contains a 458 

context-independent linear representation of the temporal distances, in line with the view of 459 

chronological organization of memory (Friedman, 1996, 2001).  460 

Since we obtained different effects of TD for the two storyline conditions, the effects 461 

observed here should be related to retrieval processes taking into account high-level 462 

contextual information / knowledge structures (Hassabis and Maguire, 2007; Gilboa and 463 

Marlatte, 2017). Operationally, here we considered the storylines as the relevant dimension of 464 

the movie knowledge structure and postulated that – if the effect of TD in the precuneus 465 

reflects knowledge-based processes – the relationship between the probes (i.e., the two events 466 

to be discriminated) and the storyline structure should affect memory retrieval. Previous work 467 

with movies highlighted the importance of segmentation/boundaries both for perception 468 

(Zacks et al., 2001) and memory (Swallow et al., 2009; see also Kwok and Macaluso, 2015). 469 

A more recent study has identified a distributed pattern of brain activity in higher-order 470 

cortical networks - including the precuneus and angular gyrus - that appears to underlie ability 471 
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to relate relevant memories with ongoing events in a complex movie story (Kauttonen et al, 472 

2018). Nonetheless, this study did not manipulate experimentally memory retrieval from 473 

SAME vs DIFF storylines / context.  474 

Our results showed context/storyline modulated TD-dependent retrieval performance 475 

(Fig. 2) and corresponding fMRI activity in the precuneus (Fig. 3C). The relationship between 476 

TD and brain activity in the SAME condition was non-linear, possibly reflecting the specific 477 

content-structure of the movie. Specifically, at intermediate TDs the similarity between the 478 

two to-be-judged events in "content-structure space" may be smaller than for pairs of events 479 

occurring at shorter or longer distances. Search processes making use of the content-structure 480 

would thus require more resources (cf. behavioral results) to determine the order of the two 481 

events. This “content-structure space” account aligns with the original idea of 482 

“chronoarchitecture”, which stipulates that there is a functional subdivision that exploits the 483 

hierarchical temporal receptive windows during natural viewing conditions (Bartels and Zeki, 484 

2004; 2005). Successively higher areas (such as the precuneus, see Baldassano et al. 2017) 485 

have longer temporal windows to process larger units of information, such as narratives and 486 

storylines (Hasson et al., 2015). Our current results indicate that the principles of “temporal 487 

receptive windows” may go beyond mere temporal information, with context/content also 488 

playing a role during temporal-order retrieval (Hasson et al., 2015).  489 

Situational models, as proposed in the AT/PM model (Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012), 490 

can be considered to be the apex of this hierarchical memory system. The AT/PM model 491 

distinguishes between high-level signals in terms of general semantic knowledge (associated 492 

with the anterior temporal system) vs. the multi-dimensional, structured information 493 

associated with specific episodes (i.e., "situational models" in the PM network, including the 494 

precuneus). Thus, while the AT network may relate to the assessment of entities such as 495 

people and things (Gilboa and Marlatte, 2017), the PM network would perform reconstructive 496 
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operations to integrate spatial, temporal, as well as higher-level (e.g., situational or social) 497 

information associated with the stored episode (Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012). Here, we 498 

suggest that the precuneus makes use of the specific content-structure of the movie to 499 

construct a situational model, which in turn would support the retrieval of the associated 500 

temporal information about the encoded events (see also Kauttonen et al., 2018). This account 501 

fits with various studies showing that personal experiences throughout life (Conway and 502 

Jobson, 2012), statistical properties of the environment (van Buuren et al., 2014), semantic 503 

knowledge (Packard et al., 2017), or some combination of these, can constitute the scaffolding 504 

of such knowledge-structures (Xue, 2018).  505 

Together with the precuneus, we found TD-dependent activation in the right inferior 506 

parietal lobule covering the angular gyrus and part of the superior temporal sulcus. These 507 

regions, together with the right inferior frontal gyrus, also showed a main effect of storyline, 508 

with larger activation during the judgment of SAME compared with DIFF storyline events 509 

(see Tab 2). The angular gyrus is often co-activated with the precuneus (e.g., Kwok et al., 510 

2012) and is known to be an important hub in memory recollection (Vilberg and Rugg, 2012; 511 

Tibon et al., 2019). This region is also part of the dorsal medial subsystem of the default mode 512 

network, which has been linked with story comprehension (Spreng and Andrews-Hanna, 513 

2015), schema-mediated encoding (Gilboa and Marlatte, 2017) and with high-level situation 514 

model representations (Baldassano et al., 2017). With respect to the AT/PM dual system 515 

framework, several imaging studies linked the activation of the precuneus with the 516 

engagement of the default mode network (Spreng et al., 2009; Gilmore et al., 2015; Sestieri et 517 

al., 2017) during retrieval of episodes encoded in highly structured contexts (e.g., 518 

autobiographical memory; see Addis et al., 2012; Chow and Rissman, 2017; Monge et al., 519 

2018). Putting these together, the precuneus and the angular gyrus might work in concert to 520 

help deploying conceptual knowledge and supporting temporal judgments about naturalistic 521 
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episodes. While watching the action TV show, the participants may have engaged some prior 522 

knowledge structures that they had acquired prior to the experiment. It is likely that some 523 

schema instantiation would have occurred during viewing and might even subsequently affect 524 

the reconstructive processes during memory retrieval. However, in the context of the current 525 

temporal-order task, the retrieval demands during scanning may not engage such systems in a 526 

systematic fashion across temporal delays. This may explain the lack of any delta-related 527 

modulation in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus, which have been 528 

consistently associated with schema instantiation, memory assimilation and schema 529 

adaptation processes (Gilboa and Marlatte, 2017).  530 

Together with our main finding highlighting the role of contextual information in 531 

modulating TD-related activation of the precuneus, we also found context-independent effects 532 

in the precuneus, using a multivariate approach. These results can be related to previous 533 

findings which identified representations of temporal information in long-term memories. For 534 

example, Thavabalasingam and colleagues associated multi-voxel pattern in the human 535 

hippocampus with the integration of duration information of short event-sequences 536 

(Thavabalasingam et al., 2018; Thavabalasingam et al., 2019). In Barnett et al. (2014)’s 537 

match-mismatch task, when a duration-between-events mismatch was detected (compared to 538 

match condition), the hippocampus showed increased connectivity to the posterior cingulate 539 

cortex. The authors interpreted this finding as evidence that the hippocampus functions in 540 

concert with the posterior cingulate cortex for the processing of contextual information and 541 

events-sequence binding in memory. This latter finding aligns with our current results that the 542 

precuneus / posterior cingulate cortex is sensitive to both temporal and contextual 543 

information, as manifested in the significant temporal-distance by context-storyline 544 

interaction (see Fig. 3C). Moreover, Zeithamova and Preston (2017) showed that, during 545 

retrieval, multi-voxel activity in frontal regions discriminate whether two objects were 546 
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encoded on the "same" vs. "different" days (see also Nielson et al. (2015) for related results 547 

concerning the representation of temporal information about autobiographical events in the 548 

hippocampus). It is noteworthy that since most of these previous works rely on multivariate 549 

methods in assessing the neural correlates of memories, it would be of importance of applying 550 

the same analytical methods - such as RSA - for comparative interpretation.  551 

All in all, in addition to the hippocampal representations, we add to the extant 552 

literature that temporal memories are also represented in the precuneus when multi-voxel 553 

information is considered. However, it remains an open question how the precuneus works in 554 

concert with the hippocampus during memory formation (Brodt et al., 2006), consolidation 555 

(Brodt et al., 2018) and memory retrieval monitoring (Ye et al., 2019). As suggested 556 

previously, the intimate coupling between the hippocampus, angular gyrus and posterior 557 

medial cortex may mediate the storage of event memories at multiple temporal resolutions 558 

(Baldassano et al., 2017). 559 

 In summary, we showed the neural correlates of how contextual signals about the 560 

content of complex and naturalistic stimuli contribute to memory retrieval. We demonstrated 561 

that the activation in the precuneus, as well as behavior, was significantly modulated 562 

according to storyline condition, supporting the idea that contextual information contributing 563 

to temporal retrieval. We suggest that the precuneus engages in memory retrieval via 564 

reconstructive mechanisms, which may rely on long temporal receptive windows to process 565 

larger units of information such as storylines (Baldassano et al., 2017; Hasson et al., 2015), 566 

within an episodically-unique knowledge structure ("situational models"; Ranganath and 567 

Ritchey, 2012). Furthermore, information-based analyses of multi-voxel activity revealed that 568 

the precuneus contains a context-independent representation of temporal distances, consistent 569 

with other studies on duration information and their integration into representations of events 570 

(Barnett et al., 2014; Thavabalasingam et al., 2018; Thavabalasingam et al., 2019). We put 571 
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forward that the retrieval of the temporal-order of naturalistic events encoded in rich contexts 572 

relies on the joint contribution of chronological and reconstructive mechanisms and that these 573 

may be jointly integrated in the medio-posterior parietal cortex. 574 

  575 
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Figure legends 576 

 577 

Figure 1. Storylines and Task. A) Schematic illustration of the segmentation of the TV 578 

episode in 5 different storylines. Pairs of frames belonging either to the same or different 579 

storylines (SAME vs. DIFF conditions) were extracted for the subsequent temporal-order 580 

judgment task. Across trials, the temporal distance (TD) between the two frames was varied 581 

parametrically, but identical TDs were selected for the two storyline conditions, see example 582 

of 713 s in the illustration. B) Two example trials of the temporal-order judgment task. During 583 

fMRI, the participants were presented with pairs of frames extracted from the movie they had 584 

seen the day before and they were asked to report which scene happened earlier in the movie. 585 

The example at the top corresponds to a SAME storyline trial (both frames from “storyline 586 

2”), while the lower panel shows a trial of the DIFF condition (one frame belonging to 587 

“storyline 4” and the other to “storyline 3”). 588 

 589 
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 590 

 591 

Figure 2. Behavior. Non-linear effects of temporal distance on: A) reaction times and B) 592 

retrieval accuracy, modulated by context-storyline. Data fitting using linear (black dotted 593 

line), quadratic (black continuous line) and cubic (gray line) models. Hierarchical multiple 594 

regressions highlighted a significant contribution of the quadratic-term for the SAME 595 

condition only and confirmed this context-specificity when fitting the pair-wise differences 596 

“SAME minus DIFF”, see rightmost panels. SAME/DIFF: same/different storylines; TD: 597 

temporal distance. 598 

 599 
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 600 

 601 

Figure 3. Temporal distance: univariate fMRI. A) Illustration of the contrasts used to 602 

investigate the effect of TD (temporal distance): Linear component considering the SAME 603 

condition only; quadratic component (SAME only), having removed the linear component; 604 

and the differential contrast used to compare the quadratic effect of TD in the SAME vs. DIFF 605 

conditions. It should be noticed that the last contrast (cf. also Panel C) considered only 31 606 

TDs for each storyline-condition (i.e., the weights of the longest TD were set equal to zero; 607 

see also main text). B) Significant effects of quadratic-TD for the SAME condition, in the 608 

precuneus and the right posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) / inferior parietal lobule 609 

(IPL), and the corresponding signal plots as a function of TD (quadratic-fits shown in black 610 

dotted lines)  C) Interaction between quadratic-TD and storyline in the precuneus, considering 611 

31 TDs for each storyline. Clusters are displayed at p-FWE-corr. = 0.05 (cluster-level, with 612 

cluster-size defined at voxel-level p-unc. = 0.005). All sections are taken through the peak of 613 

activation, cf. Tab 2.   614 
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 615 

Figure 4. Temporal distance: multivariate fMRI. A) Illustration of the two RDM 616 

(Representation Dissimilarity Matrix) used to assess multivariate activity related either to 617 

linear-TD or to quadratic-TD, having removed the linear component (see also behavior and 618 

univariate fMRI). B) The whole-brain searchlight RSA analysis using the linear-RDM model 619 

revealed a significant cluster in the precuneus for the SAME condition. A targeted ROI 620 

analysis of the precuneus now considering the DIFF condition suggested that this linear 621 

representation of the TDs is independent of context-storyline (statistical trend only, see main 622 

text). Significant cluster displayed at p-FWE-corr. = 0.05 (cluster-level, voxel-level p-unc. = 623 

0.005), and section through the peak voxel.  624 

  625 
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Table 1. Behaviour results obtained from hierarchical multiple regression on RT or accuracy as a 
function of TD. TD: temporal distance; SAME/DIFF: same / different storylines; d.f.: degrees of 
freedom. 
 
 

 Model F-changes and corresponding p-values 
  d.f. SAME DIFF SAME - DIFF 

Reaction times 
 TD (1,30) 9.09; p = 0.005 3.93; p = 0.057 0.86; p = 0.363 

 TD+TD2 (1,29) 9.59; p = 0.004 1.74; p = 0.198 9.53; p = 0.004 
 TD+TD2+TD3 (1,29) 0.32; p = 0.579 0.24; p = 0.629 0.00; p = 0.951 

Accuracy 
 TD (1,30) 17.87; p < 0.000 19.83; p < 0.000 0.00; p = 0.982 

 TD+TD2 (1,29) 3.95; p = 0.056 1.03; p = 0.319 6.69; p = 0.015 
 TD+TD2+TD3 (1,29) 0.06; p = 0.809 0.00; p = 0.996 0.05; p = 0.831 
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p-FWE  

corrected 

Cluster 

Size 
x y z Z-values 

Univariate analyses 

TD- quadratic 
(SAME) 

precuneus 0.001 267 3 -61 35 3.70 

right AG/pSTS 0.003 228 54 -55 16 4.71 

TD-quadratic x Storyline precuneus < 0.001 380 3 -61 39 4.00 

Main effect of Storyline 
(SAME > DIFF) 

right AG/pSTS 0.001 277 57 -52 16 6.10 

right IFG < 0.001 338 42 11 28 5.78 

Multivariate analyses 

TD-linear 
(SAME) 

precuneus 0.002 189 9 -61 54 4.43 

right AG/pSTS 0.053 99 60 -52 12 3.71 

 
Table 2. Functional imaging: univariate and multivariate analyses. The p-values are corrected for 
multiple comparisons at the whole brain level (cluster-level correction, with cluster-size defined at 
voxel-level p-unc. = 0.005). Cluster sizes are in voxels. TD: temporal distance; SAME/DIFF: same 
/ different storylines. pSTS: posterior superior temporal sulcus; AG: angular gyrus; IFG: inferior 
frontal gyrus. 


